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CARMEL AUSTIN

ABOUT
INTRO

A true powerhouse, Carmel is a
woman of many talents, including
being a 2 x International
Bestselling Author, Speaker,
Mentor, and Publisher.



BESTSELLING AUTHOR

Known for her powerful storytelling that resonates
with women around the world. Her book "Just Say No,"
co-authored, reached the top spot in five different
countries, and her chapter contribution titled "My
Wholeness Journey" has touched the hearts of many. 

Carmel's latest release, "Dear Superwoman," became
an instant bestseller after its launch in March 2023.

Carmel Austin is a 2 x 
 International Bestselling Author
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SPEAKER AND MENTOR

She is the Founder of Carmel's Garden a #1 Bestselling
International Author, a Wholeness Life Coach, and an
Expert in Media.  Sharing her story to help other
creatives shine she is an advocate for self-love and
personal growth.

Carmel is a sought-after speaker
and mentor, inspiring creatives
to share their journey on an
international stage and share
their stories.          



SPEAKER AND MENTOR

Carmel's Garden was birthed out of her desire to empower
women with her coaching programs she helps them walk into
wholeness and freedom. Carmel has shared her story to help
other women shine and thrive in every season of life, helping
them write and publish their stories. 

As a sought-after speaker and
mentor,  she inspires women to
overcome their challenges and
achieve their goals.



Thriving Woman

Podcast

with Carmel Austin

TV AND PODCAST SHOW

On the show, she invites first-generation authors,
coaches, and successful entrepreneurs to share their
stories on a global stage. Her show has a loyal following
and attracts guests from around the world.

Carmel hosts her own TV and
Podcast show, "The Thriving
Woman," which was born out of
her book "Just Say No."



PUBLISHER

She believes in empowering people to tell their stories
and reach a wider audience. Through her publishing
mentorship program, she has helped many authors
realize their dreams and become bestsellers.

Carmel is also a publisher and is
committed to helping new
authors and writers bring their
stories to life.



MULTI-AUTHOR BOOKS

Carmel's latest project, "The
Artist Haven," is a Multi-Author
book that showcases the stories
and artwork of talented artists
from around the world. The book
celebrates creativity and self-
expression and is a testament to
Carmel's commitment to
promoting the arts.



What co-authros are saying working with Carmel in 'The
Artist Haven' Co-Author International Book Project!

 
 

"It was a no-brainer because right away I
could tell she was passionate about

helping artists and creatives step out of
their comfort zone and share their story!

Her passion is contagious as I quickly
found myself being swept up in all the

excitement about what it means to
participate in this book. I am grateful for
this opportunity and grateful for Carmel
and her vision of what the Artist Haven

will be and delighted to have made a
sweet friend along the way! I highly

recommend working with  Coach Carmel."

"Wow, what an adventure it is to become an author
with so many amazing creative artists & designers, as
we join our creative stories in this amazing book to

encourage others.! At first, I thought, "Me ?! Can I be
an author?"

 
Then, Carmel was so amazing! She encouraged me
that everyone has a story to share that can inspire

others, So I decided to go ahead and draft my unique
story to be published. Thank you, Carmel, for

supporting me and giving me the confidence to share.
The most precious thing is our friendship is

blossoming even more as we are growing and sharing
this unique journey together. God is showing me that

there is more abundance of blessings coming our way. 

GUSHIV D'ARCY RYAN 

STEPHAINE MILLER



What co-authros are saying working with Carmel in 'The
Artist Haven' Co-Author International Book Project!

"Since I didn't have the finances, I prayed
to God, because He wanted me to write. 2

days later we got the message that we
would get a refund and the finances were

taken care of. Carmel has guided me every
step of the whole journey with writing my
Story. I am excited to be featuring my Art
in her book." I highly recommend working

with Coach Carmel."

ANGIE GUNTHER 

 
 

Seven qualities that come to mind in collaboration
with Carmel:

* Visionary * Enthusiastic *Creative *Helpful
*Inspirational *Open-minded *Passionate

I feel privileged to be a part of this exceptional
colorful project she has initiated. Whenever I

needed her insight or practical help, I always met
with Carmel´s listening ear and prompt response.

And I can vividly imagine running such a vast
project must have meant loads of effort and burning

the midnight oil. She has never hinted that she
would be tired but has always been there

empathetically for me and my needs.

HANA KALNA



carmelsgarden.com

PLEASE CONTACT CARMEL FOR A SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT, PODCAST, 
OR TV APPEARANCE, OR LEARN MORE ABOUT CARMEL AUSTIN PUBLISHING.

PLEASE CONTACT US AT THE EMAIL ADDRESS PROVIDED OR BOOK A CALL BELOW

Contact Us

carmelsgardenpublish@gmail.com

BOOK A CALL HERE

http://carmelsgarden.com.au/
https://calendly.com/carmelsgarden385/30min
https://calendly.com/carmelsgarden385/30min

